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KUWAIT: Beautiful Islamic architecture inside Kuwait’s Grand Mosque. — Photo by Ahmad Al-Failakawi (KUNA)

Kuwait seeks better ties between
regional bodies, UNSC: Diplomat

KUWAIT: Kuwait works on improving relations
between regional organizations and the UN Security
Council, the Arab Gulf country’s envoy to the United
Nations said, citing a session between Arab League
and UNSC held in New York last month under
Kuwait’s presidency. Kuwait issued a statement by
UNSC president aims at boosting relations between
Arab League and the 15-member UNSC through
once-a-year briefing by secretary general of the
pan-Arab bloc to the Security Council, Permanent
Representative Mansour Al-Otaibi said yesterday.
The statement called for regular consultations
between the two sides as well as setting up a UNSC
office at the Cairo-based Arab League, Otaibi said in
an interview.

Otaibi said arrangements were underway to
organize a visit by UNSC members to the Arab
League. He meanwhile said Kuwait supported UN
efforts particularly in on humanitarian front, and not-
ed Kuwait was among top donors to UN agencies.
The humanitarian file, he said, was a top priority of
Kuwait’s foreign policy. He pointed out to around
five million Syrian refugees and six million internally
displaced persons (IDPs) in Syria. Otaibi said Kuwait
hosted three donor conferences to support the
Syrian people, and participated in other conferences
all aimed at alleviating suffering of Syrians. Kuwait
pledged $1.9 billion in all conferences, he said. Otaibi
said Kuwait sought through its non-permanent
UNSC membership to promote approach of media-
tion, solving conflicts via diplomacy, also known as
preventive diplomacy, improving the way the
Security Council operate by boosting transparency.

Missing persons
Asked about people missing in armed conflicts,

Otaibi said this was a national cause and Kuwait was
not the only country with
missing citizens. More than
50,000 people are missing
due to wars and conflicts, he
said, prompting Kuwait to
table UNSC resolution 2747
(2019) which aimed at
strengthening protection of
civilians in armed conflicts.
This resolution, he
explained, was one-of-a-
kind legislative and legal
tool over missing people.
Attention to missing people usually happens after
end of conflicts, he said. “The resolution means we
deal with this issue throughout stages of conflicts
not after they finish. Kuwait considers this issue a
humanitarian cause which is a source of suffering of
the international community,” said Otaibi. The
International Committee of Red Cross (ICRC) and
UNSC’s five permanent members welcomed the
draft resolution, he said, which encouraged Kuwait
to table it.

On a related issue, Otaibi welcomed the efforts of
the tripartite Commission, which had recently result-
ed in discovery of remains of people in southern Iraq
“which we hope do belong to Kuwaiti citizens.”
Iraq’s Defense Ministry said on July 1 it would hand
over to Kuwaiti authorities samples of human
remains that might belong to missing Kuwaiti citi-
zens. The remains were found in two locations near
Nuqrat Al-Salman area in southern Al-Muthanna
Governorate, the ministry said in a statement. The
ministry said the remains were exhumed and sent to

laboratory in Baghdad to examine if they match
DNA samples of families of missing Kuwaitis. On
June 20, a joint statement by ICRC-affiliated
Tripartite Commission announced recovery of the
remains, offering hope for families of missing people
from 1990-91 Gulf War. Kuwait and Iraq are the oth-
er Commission members.

Defending Arab causes
On Kuwait’s UNSC membership, Otaibi said his

country wanted to defend Arab causes like Palestine,
Syrian and Yemeni crises. He
said Kuwait and Sweden co-
sponsored a resolution for a
ceasefire in Eastern Ghouta,
Syria, “but regrettably was
not implemented.” Another
resolution sponsored by
Kuwait to allow humanitari-
an aid delivery to around
three million IPDs in Syria.
Otaibi said Kuwait, Sweden,
Netherlands and Cote

d’Ivoire sponsored a resolution about relation
between hunger on one side, and peace and security
on the other. On tension in the Arabian Gulf region
following attacks on oil tankers, Otaibi said UNSC
condemned these worrisome violations, which
threatened international peace and security. Otaibi,
who said an investigation was underway over the
attacks, reaffirmed Kuwait’s solidarity with Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in the
wake of the assaults.

On Palestine, Otaibi called for implementation of
relevant UNSC resolutions like halt of Jewish settle-
ments, East Jerusalem being part of the Palestinian
territories, and the two-state solution. “However, it is
difficult to have a binding resolution against Israel
because there are those who support it in the
Security Council,” he said. Otaibi commented on the
recent visit by a delegation of the UNSC to Iraq, and
said it aimed at extending support for Baghdad
amidst security, economic, political and humanitarian
challenges facing the Arab country. — KUNA
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